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PLEASE READ...PLEASE READ...PLEASE READ...PLEASE READ... PLEASE READ 

The following materials are designed to help you work on literacy skills with your 

child at home. I have included K - 2 materials, so start where your child is at. 

Your child may have mastered the Kindergarten High Frequency words or even the 

1st grade words. Or your child may not know any of these words and that is okay! 

Remember. your child has been taught in another language! The Monthly Literacy 

Squares are a guide for working with your child on reading, writing, spelling and 

comprehension. Don't worry about completing everything; these are just some 

ideas on how to support your child with literacy at home. Also, it is okay to do a 

square more than once! Enjoy the time you get to spend with your child! 

In this packet you will find: 

• Tips for Teaching High Frequency Words 

• High Frequency Words 

• First, Second, Third or Fourth Hundred Instant Words (Ring) 

• Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Units 1 - 6 

• Grade 2 High Frequency Words Word Cards 

• How to Play with Words and Language 

• What Can I do with Words? 

• Comprehension Questions Parents Can Ask 

• Websites for English Literacy Support 

• Monthly Literacy Squares 

There is not a "right" way to use these materials - feel free to jump around! If 

your child likes to write, start with spelling words. If your child likes technology, 

go directly to one of the listed websites. If you child likes the idea of doing a 

homework square each day, then the Monthly Literacy Squares worksheet might 

work best for you. If you child likes to practice the ring of w·ords in the car, then 

this is right for you. Any time you spend with your child on reading, writing, talking 

about what you read or playing with language will pay off! 

Thanks for your collaboration! Please email me with any questions or if you would 

like additional resources: susan.linn-hasbrouck@isd742.org 

mailto:susan.linn-hasbrouck@isd742.org


Tutor Handout 

The Importance of Teaching High-Frequency Words 
Although there are more than 600,000 words in the English language, only a small number of these appear 
frequently in the materials we read. In fact, studies have shown that there are only 13 different words that 
make up 25 percent of the words we read, and there are 100 words that make up 50 percent of the words 
we read. These words are called high-frequency words. 

,--! 

· There are several reasons why students should be explicitly taught high-frequency words. One is that many of 
these words, such as the, is, to and are, do not follow commonly taught phonics rules and cannot be sounded 
out. The only way a child can read these words is to recognize them by sight. A second reason is that knowing 
the most commonly used words by sight will make a student a faster and more fluent reader. Students who 

·.'.J 

need to pause and attempt to figure out most of the words they read tends to overload their memory. As a 
result, their understanding of what is read suffers. A third reason for teaching high-frequency words is that 
while many of these words alone don't carry much meaning, they do affect the meaning of a sentence and 
help make it understandable. 

The high-frequency lesson plans are designed to introduce 1 - 4 high-frequency words per lesson. In addition 
to practicing the words in isolation, students also practice reading the words in the context of an accompanying 
book. Each book contains high-frequency words focused ·on in the lesson, as well as high-frequency words 
learned in previous lessons. 

Tips for Teaching High-Frequency Words 
0 Introduce the high-frequency words in a meaningful way. For example, write on a piece of paper a simple 

sentence using a high-frequency word such as saw: I saw a boat. Underline the word and discuss its 
features-the sound it starts with, the number of letters in the word, etc. Next, have the student spell it as 
you point to each letter, for example, saw: s, a, w. Then have the student write ifin the air with her or his 
finger or on the palm of her or his hand before writing the word on paper. 

0 Some words are commonly confused: of/for/from; was/saw; on/no; there/then/them/their; and 
when/where/what/with. As you introduce and teach each word that might be confused, take time to point 
out differences between the words. For example, say: The word "saw" starts with Isl. What does the word 
"was" start with? Come up and show me the word "was." 

0 Encourage the student to create a personal dictionary in which to add new high-frequency words. 

0 Reading-tutors.com provides two sets of flashcards that correspond to the high-frequency word 
assessments. These flashcards can be utilized in a variety of ways, including: to provide an initial 
assessment of student high-frequency words students are currently learning in the lessons and to provide 
a cumulative review of all high-frequency words learned. Spend a few minutes with the student each 
day practicing the words. Show the cards, one at a time, and have the student read the words as quickly 
as possible. If the student hesitates on a word, say the word and have him/her repeat it while looking 
at the card. 

0 Although practicing high-frequency words in isolation is beneficial, it is just as important to allow students 
to practice reading these words in context. Write short phrases or sentences that contain high-frequency 
words for students to read aloud. If the student hesitates on a word, say the word and have him/her repeat 
it while looking at the card. Then have the student repeat the entire phrase or sentence aloud. 
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High-Frequency Words (continued) 

Challenge a student to use a word in a sentence. Increase the challenge by having her or him create 
a sentence that uses two, three, or more high-frequency words. 

0 There are different games that the student can play with the word cards while practicing the words: 

1. Line up several word cards on a desk or tabletop. Say one of the words then have the student point to 
the word and remove it from the row. Repeat the activity with another word. Praise correct responses. 

2. Laying the words on a desk or tabletop, provide some clues to a word and have the student find the 
word, for example: This word starts with Iv/ and rhymes with merry (very). 

3. Use a flashlight to highlight one of the words in a group of high-frequency words spread out on 
a desk or tabletop. Have the student read the word. Then give the student the flashlight and have her 
or him highlight a word for you to read. 

4. Make high-frequency words using letter cards. Have the student close her or his eyes while you 
remove one of the letters. Have the student open her or his eyes and tell you the letter that is missing. 

5. Place several high-frequency word cards on a desk or tabletop. Challenge the student to use as many 
words as she or he can use in one sentence. Have the student take the cards as the words are used in 
a sentence. 

6. Write on a piece of paper a sentence using several high-frequency words. Read the sentence with the 
student as you point to each word. Then have the student cover her or his eyes while you cover one of 
the words. Have the student read the sentence and tell you what word is missing. Add the word and 
have the student read the sentence again to check. Alternatively, write the words on cards and have 
the student hold up the card that shows the missing word in the sentence. 

7. Place several flash cards face down in a stack. Have the student draw the cards and read them as fast 
as she or he can. You can time the student and encourage her or him to read them as fast as possible. 
You might want to help the student make a graph to record the child's time over a period of several 
days. 

8. Place the cards face down in a stack. Have the student draw a card, read the word, then roll a dice. 
If correct, the student can move along a game board. Reading-tutors.com provides game boards 
and numbered game cards for practice. 

9. Make two sets of the flash cards and spread them face down on a table. Have the student turn over 
two cards, read the words, and tell whether the words are the same. If the words are the same, 
the student can keep the words. , _ 

10. Place a flash card on the table. Give the student some letter cards and have her or him make the 
word using the letter cards. 

11. Give the student a set of flash cards. Have the student arrange the words in alphabetical order then 
read the words. 

12. Using a set of flash cards, have the student put the words into groups, for example, according to the 
first letter, the last letter, the number of letters in the words, etc. Once the student has made the groups, 
have her or him read the words in each grouping. 
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High Frequency Words 

I to for does 

a do have will 
,. 

am you of but 

an are they get 

can with said not 

and she want no 

at he went on 

that her where from 

the his here did 
. 

we IS what 

see this help 

me it too 

be in look 

by little good 

my was play 

like QS who 

go has come 



-Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Unit 1 

Week 1 does, not, school, what, in, that 
I • 

Week 2 down, out, up, very, it on 

Week 3 be, come, good, pull, as, his 

i.Week 4 fun, make, they, too, at, hod 

Week 5 jump, move, run, two, word, but 

Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Unit 2 

Week 1 again, help, new, there, use, when 

Week 2 could, live, one, then, three, an 

Week 3 eat, no, of, under, who, each 

Week 4 all, call, day, her, want, which 

Week 5 around, by, many, place, walk, if 

Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Unit 3 
. I 

Week 1 away, now, some, today, way, why, will 

Week 2 green, grow, pretty, should, together, water, them 

Week 3 any, from, happy, once, so, upon, these 

Week 4 ago, boy, girl, how, old, people, him 

Week 5 after, buy, done, every, soon, work, time 



Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Unit 4 

Week 1 about, animal, carry, eight, give, our, number 

Week 2 because, blue, into, or, other, small, than 

Week 3 find, food, more, over, start, warm, first 

Week 4 caught, flew, know, laugh, listen, were, oil 

Week 5 found, hard, near, woman, would, write, long 

Grade 1 High Frequency Words - Unit 5 

Week 1 four, none, only, large, put, round, did 

Week 2 another, climb, full, great, poor, through, get 

Week 3 began, better, guess, learn, right, sure, made 

Week 4 color, early, instead, nothing, oh, thought, may 

Week 5 above, build, fall, knew, money, toward, part 

Grade 1 High Frequency \A/ords - Unit 6 

Week 1 answer,brought,busy,door,enough,eyes 

Week 2 brother, father, friend, love, mother, picture 

Week 3 been, children, month, question, their, year 

Week 4 before, front, heard, push, tomorrow, your 

Week 5 favorite, few, gone, surprise, wonder, young 



Grade 2 • High-Frequency Word Cards 

1. ball 47. right 93. field 
2. blue 48. says 94. flower 
3. both 49. understands 95. grow 
4. even 50. work 96. leaves 
5. for 51. because 97. light 
6. help 52. cold 98. orange 
7. put 53. family 99. ready 
8. there 54. friends 100. until 
9. why 55. have 101. about 

10. yellow 56. know 102. around 

11. could 57. off 103. good 
12. find 58. picture 104. great 

13. funny 59. school 105. idea 
14. green 60. took 106. often 
15. how 61. change 107. part 
16. little 62. cheer 108. second 

17. one 63. fall 109. two 

18. or 64. five 110. world 
19. see 65. look 111. also 
20. sounds 66. open 112. apart 

21. boy 67. should 113. begin 

22. by 68. their 114. either 

23. girl 69. won 115. hundred 
24. he 70. yes 116. over 
25. here 71. almost 117. places 
26. she 72. buy 118. those 

27. small 73. food 119. which 

28. want 74. out 120. without 

29. were 75. pull 121. better 

30. what 76. saw 122. group 

31. another 77. sky 123. long 
32. done 78. straight 124. more 

33. into 79. under 125. only 

34. move 80. wash 126. our 

35. now 81. baby 127. started 

,.; 
36. show 82. early 128. three 

.s 37. too 83. eight 129. who 

'c'" 38. water 84. isn't 130. won't 
a. 
E 

0 

39. year 85. learn 131. after 
0 
(,) 40. your 86. seven 132. before 
,: 
i 41. all 87. start 133. every 
i5 
0 

42. any 88. these 134. few 
::;;" 

43. goes 89. try 135. first" "'... 
@ 44. new 90. walk 136. hear 
~ 

.I:; 

. 2' 45. number 91. bird 137. hurt 
Q, 
);, 

46. other 92. far 138. old
0 

(,) 



Grade 2 •High-Frequency Word Cards 
139. special 185. happened 231. city
140. would 186. house 232. father 
141. America inside mother187. 233. 
142. beautiful 188. neither 234. o'clock 
143. began 189. stood 235. own 
144. climbed 190. young 236. questions
145. come 191. among 237. read 
146. country 192. 238.bought searching
147. didn't 193. knew 239. sure 
148. give 194. never 240. though
149. live 195. once 241. anything
150. turned 196. soon 242. children 
151. below 197. sorry 243. everybody
152. colors 198. talk 244. instead 
153. don't 199. touch 245. paper
154. down 200. upon 246. person
155. eat 201. answer 247. voice 
156. many 202. been 248. whole 
157. morning 203. body 249. woman 
158. sleep 204. build 250. words 
159. through 205. head 251. door 
160. very heard206. 252. front 
161. animal 207. minutes 253. order 
162. away 208. myself 254. probably
163. building 209. pretty 255. remember 
164. found 210. pushed 256. someone 
165. from 211. brought 257. tomorrow 
166. Saturday 212. busy 258. what's 
167. thought 213. else 259. worry
168. today 214. happy 260. yesterday
169. toward 215. I'll 261. alone 
170. watch 216. laugh 262. became 
171. ago 217. love 263. beside 
172. carry 218. maybe 264. four 
173. certain 219. please 265. hello 

.; 174. everyone 220. several 266. large
.s 
,; 

175. heavy 221. air 267. notice 
.! 176. outsideC 
0 222. along 268. round 

(.I 

E 
Q. 177. people 223. always 269. suppose0 

178. problem 224. draw 270. surprisedi 
i 179. together 225. during 271. above.;0 

180. warm ever 
~" 226. 272. brother 

181. again•.." . 227. meant 273. follow 
182. behind 228. nothingQ 274. listen•-

~ 

>, 
~ 183. eyes 229. story 275. month 

(.I 

Q. 184. gone 230. won't 276.0 soft 



Grade 2 ,. High-Frequency Word Cards 

277. something 285. river 293. anyone 
278. song 286. rough 294. everything 
279. who's 287. sometimes 295. pretended 
280. wind 288. stranger 296. scientist 
281. against 289. terrible 297. somehow 
282. anymore 290. window 298. throughout 
283. complete 291. afternoon 299. trouble 
284. enough 292. ahead 300. wherever 

Start Smart 
301. are 308. of 315. they 
302. the 309. on 316. this 
303. to 310. play 317. go 
304. you 311. some 318. me 
305. like 312. where 319. my 
306. said 313. do 320. was 
307. and 314. has 

.; 
C 

·"c 
0 
Q. 
E 
0 

<.> 



How to Play with Words and Language 

l. Choose 5 words at a time that you want to help your child 
learn. 

2. Practice reading the words, mixing up the order. 

3. Combine words to make a sentence. 

4. Use magnetic letters to make words. Scramble letters and 
make words again. 

5. Locate words in books as you are reading and have your 
child read those words. 

6. Play concentration: find the word that matches and 
read that word. 

7. Write the words with sidewalk chalk or using foam in the 
tub. 

8. Put words in alphabetical order. 

9. Write or tell a story using 5 target words. 

l 0. Add or change the first sound to make a new word. 



What Can You Do with Words??* 

• Write words in alphabetical order. 

• Find synonyms for each of the words. 

• Write and illustrate a picture book using all of the words, then read it to family member or 
friend. 

• Sort words into categories based on the similarities you can find between them. 

I : 

• Break words up into syllables. 

• Act out words to make a silent video. See if your classmates can guess the words by 
watching the video. 

• Shout the words while you jump rope. 

• Bounce a ball and spell words to the rhythm. 

• Write each word using a different color. 

• Paint words using paint and a paintbrush on paper. 

• Use a stick to scratch the words in the dirt. 

• Use a whiteboard or chalkboard to write the words. 

• Read your words out loud in as many different silly voices as you can think of. 
• Write your words on flashcards. Then choose one without looking and hold it on your 

forehead with the word showing. Ask a friend to give you clues to help you guess the 
word. 

• Write and perform a short skit or readers' theater that uses some or all of your words. 

• Put up your favorite song and turn up the volume. Sing your words along with the music. 

• Write the words each·on two separate flashcards. Mix them all up and turn them face 
down on the table. Play the memory match game with them. 

• Use rocks, twigs, and leaves to form words on the ground outside. 

• Go on a word hunt using your words. Can you find any smaller words within your words? 

• Count the letters in each word. Write the words in order from least to most letters. 

*Adapted from www.readingrockets.org 

www.readingrockets.org


Comprehension Questions Parents Can Ask 

Children reading at a Kindergarten and early first grade level could be asked . .. 
1. The role of the author and the illustrator. 
2. Why is this a good title for the story? 
3. Point to a word. Point to a letter. 
4. Point to an uppercase and lowercase letter. 
5. Who or what is the story mostly about? 
6. What did you like about the story? 
7. Does it remind you of anything in your life? (Text to Self) 
8. If you could add a page to the book, what would you write? 

Children reading at a late first grade and early second grade level could be asked 
any of the above, plus .. . 

1. Who is the main character? 
2. What is one thing that happens to the main character? 
3. What is the main problem in the story? 
4. How is the problem solved? 
5. What happens in the beginning, middle and end of the story. 
6. What is the setting of the story (where did it take place)? 
7. Does it remind you of any other books you have read? (Text to Text) 
8. Is this a non-fiction (real) or fiction book? 
9. What is the main idea of the book? 
10. What are some ideas that support the main idea? 

Children reading at a late second or third grade level could be asked any of the 
above, plus . . . 

1. Why do you think the author wrote the book? 
2. How does the main character change from the beginning of the story to the 

end? 
3. Name 3 things that you know about the main character. What do you learn 

about the character by his/her actions? (ie. generous, caring, selfish, greedy, 
patient ... ) 

4 . How does the character show his/her point of view in the story? 
5. Compare or contrast characters within a story and/or compare and contrast two 

stories. 
6. Are there any characters that remind you of yourself or someone that you 

know? 
7. What is the most important thing to remember in the story? 
8. Does it remind you of anything that has happened in the world? (Text to World) 



Websites for English Literacy Support: 

For monthly tips for parents, beginning readers, and children's books and authors, 
go to Reading Rockets: http://www.readingrockets.org/books/booksbytheme 

For spelling lists and reading instruction resources, go to Kl2Reader: 
www.kl2reader.com 

To find top picks for books to read at each grade level, go to Must Read Book List: 
http ://mustreadbooklist.com/ 

100 Great Children' s Books 1100 Years : http://www.nypl.org/childrensl 00 

Tumble Books: http://www.griver.org/kids/fun-and-games 

Story Line Online: http://www.storylineonline.net/ 

Unite for Literacy: http://uniteforliteracy.com/ 

Language Arts Online Games: 
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/language-arts.html 

Go to your school website and click on Symbaloo 1 or Symbaloo 2 

http://interactivesites.weebly.com/language-arts.html
http://uniteforliteracy.com
http://www.storylineonline.net
http://www.griver.org/kids/fun-and-games
http://www.nypl.org/childrensl
https://mustreadbooklist.com
www.kl2reader.com
http://www.readingrockets.org/books/booksbytheme


------------------Literacy Squares #1 (October) NAME 

We are done with 
summer. What 
season are we in 
now? Draw a 
picture and tell 
someone at home 
about what 
happens in the fall. 

Choose a book to 
read at home. See 
if you can find the 
following words in 
the story! 
the 
and 
is 
you 
of 
on 

Compare two 
nouns (a person, 
place or thing). 
(dog/cat, car/bike, 
day/night) What 
do they have 
that's the same? 
What is different? 

Read an 
informational 
book (non-fiction). 
Tell someone 
three things you 
learned from the 
book or draw what 
you learned. 

Read a book that is 
fiction, or not real. 
Who is the 
author? Who is 
the illustrator? 
Did you like the 
book? Why or 
why not? 

Read two books 
today. Which one 
was your favorite 
and why? 

Create a pattern 
with something 
you like to eat (like 
cereal!) or play 
with (like legos). 

Write 5 words that 
start with your 
favorite letter. 

Write 5 letters 
from the alphabet. 
Write the letters 
using capital and 
small letters. Think 
of a word or words 
that start with 
each letter. Try to 
write the word(s) 
or draw a picture 
of each word. 

Add a letter to 
create one-syllable 
words (b, c, d, r, 
m, t, s, p, f, n): 

an-
- ock 
_ug 

in-
est-

Say and write the 
new words. 

Read a story but 
before reading the 
last few pages, 
predict what is 
going to happen. 

Choose a book to 
read with an adult. 
Did you like the 
story? Why or 
why not? 

Say and write 5 
words that rhyme 
with sit. Say and 
write 5 words that 
rhyme with fan. 

Choose a book, 
read it with an 
adult, then retell 
the story in your 
own words. 

Write each word 
on a card: pig/big 
fish/dish, hop/pop 
sun/fun, bat/cat 
pet/let, bake/cake 
Mix the words up 

and find the pairs -
of rhyming words. 
Add more if you 
can! 

Write 5 more 
letters from the 
alphabet. Write 
the letters using 
capital and small 
letters. Think of a 
word or words 
that start with 
each letter. Try to 
write the word(s) 
or draw a picture. 

Choose 5 - 7 high 
frequency words. 
Say them, write 
them and create a 
sentence using the 
word. Draw a 
picture of one 
sentence you 
created! 

Draw a picture of 
your house and 
write your address 
by it. Label 5 or 
more parts of your 
house! 

If you were going 
to write a book, 
what would it be 
about? Tell 
someone at home 
your idea. 

It's your last day of 
the month! What 
was the best thing 
you did in 
October? What 
are you excited to 
do in November? 



I 

Literacy Squares #2 (November) NAME______________ 

~ 

I·' 

r.: 
I
f 

What is a special 
holiday many 
families 
celebrate in 
November? Tell 
or ask someone 
at home. 

Write all the 
letters of the 
alphabet. Make 
sure you write 
both the upper 
case and lower 
case letters© 

Write a list (or 
draw pictures)of 
all the things you 
do to get ready 
for school. Make 
sure you put 
them in order. 

Find a book of 
poems and read 
them with a 
grown-up. 

Write 5 high 
frequency 
words. 

Think of 5 
adjectives that 
describe an 
animal. Tell 
them to 
someone and 
have them guess 
what animal you 
are describing. 

Read a book you 
really like. Tell 
someone what 
happened in the 
story. 

Draw a fall 
picture. What 
colors look like 
fall? What do 
you do in fall? 
See if you can fill 
in the whole 
page with colors 
and details. 

Think of one 
letter that you 
would like to 
write neat ly. 
Practice writing 
it uppercaselO 
times and 
lowercase 10 
times. 

Verbs are action 
words. Act out 5 
verbs and have 
an adult guess 
the verb. Writ e 
one sentence 
using one of the 
verbs. 

Tell an adult Draw a picture to Compare Read an Think of 
about your match these yourself to your informational something you 
favorite snack. prepositions: mom or dad. book. Tell would like to 
Ask an adult to What makes you someone 3 learn about. 
tell you about under the bed the same? What things that you What are 3 
their favorite above the tree makes you read or learned. questions you 
snack. Then behind the sign different would ask an 
repeat it back to in the box expert about 
the adult. that thing? 

Use these blends 
to make words: 
fl----
gr----
br----
pl----
st----
sk----

cl----
tr----

Read these words 
with an adult. 
Clap the syllables: 
tractor 
umbrella 
butterfly 
lizard 
marshmallow 
elevator 
ship 

Find a book you 
can read to an 
adult. Tell what 
you like about 
the book. 

Draw a picture of 
yourself doing 
your favorite 
activity. Use lots 
of detail and 
many colors! 

Go on a word 
hunt in a book. 
Find 5 words 
that end with the 
silent - e. 

Example: cane 



Literacy Squares #3 (December) NAME________ ________ 

What things 
happen in 
December? Does 
your family have 
any traditions? 
Tell or ask 
someone at home. 

Read a book and 
tell someone what 
happens in the 
beginning, in the 
middle, and in the 
end. 

Add letters to 
create one-syllable 
words (sn, tr, sp, 
er, bl, st, cl, pl): 

ack-
ock-

_ip 
unk-
ank-

Say and write the 
new words. 

Write 5 letters of 
the alphabet. 
Write the letters 
using capital and 
small letters. 
Th ink of a word or 
words that start 
with each letter. 
Try to write the 
word(s) or draw a 
picture. 

Read a book with 
an adult. Describe 
the characters, 
setting and events 
that happen in the 
story. 

Choose a book to 
read at home. See 
if you can find the 
following words in 
the story! 
have 
of 
can 
was 
to 
you 

Read a book and 
retell the story in 
your own words. 

Add a final -e to 
these words. 
can car 
bar mad 
fad cap 
What new word 
does it make? 
Write the new 
word and use it in 
a sentence. 

Getting gifts is 
usually fun. Can 
you think of some 
things you could 
give someone 
else? Write your 
ideas on a sheet of 
paper ! 

Find a book and 
look at the cover. 
Tell an adult who 
wrote the book 
(the author) and 
who drew the 
pictures (the 
illustrator). Then 
read the book. 

Write a story 
about something 
you did with your 
family. Draw a 
picture of what 
you did. 

Find a book you 
like. Using your 
brain, how many 
words can you find 
that have two 
syllables? Try to 
write some of 
them. 

Choose a letter 
from the alphabet. 
Write 10 words 
that start with that 
letter. 

Make two sets of 
10 or more site 
words on cards. 
Play 
"Concentration" or 
"Go Fish" with 
words. To keep a 
match, player has 
to say the word 
correctly. 

Read a book and 
tell someone what 
happens in the 
beginning, in the 
middle, and in the 
end. 

Choose a book to 
read with an adult. 
After a couple 
pages, make a 
prediction of what 
will happen next. 
Do this until you 
finish the book. 
Were your 
predictions right? 

Play a game with 
10 or more site 
words. 

Tell someone at 
home what you 
like about having 
days with no 
school. Draw a 
picture of what 
you do on days 
with no school. 

See how many 
letters of the 
alphabet you 
know. Write the 
entire alphabet or 
as many letters as 
you can! 

Write down some 
hopes and dreams 
for the next year! 
Share them with 
your family! 



Literacy Squares #4 (January) NAME______________ 

Have a 
conversation 
with a buddy 
about a book 
that you have 
read or listened 
to someone else 
read to you. 
Who was the 
main character? 
What problem 
did he/she have 
to solve? 

It's cold outside! 
Write 10 words 
that describe 
January or 
winter. Then 
draw a picture. 

Find 3 high 
frequency words 
that are hard to 
remember. 
Practice reading 
and writing them 
5 times each. 
Try writing a 
sentence with 
each word. 

Write a letter to 
your teacher. 
Tell him/her 
what you like 
about school. 
Be sure you use 
capital letters at 
the beginning of 
the sentence and 
an end mark at 
the end of the 
sentence© ! 

Draw a picture of 
w inter. What 
colors will you 
use to make it 
look cold? What 
do the trees look 
like? What do 
you do outside in 
winter? What 
do you need to 
wear outside in 
winter? 

Practice your 
high frequency 
word list. You 
should be able to 
read at least 50 
words! 

Read a fiction 
book. Draw your 
favorite 
character doing 
something in the 
story. 

Draw a picture of 
yourself in the 
middle of a piece 
of paper. Add 
words that 
describe you. 

Keep practicing 
your letter 
writing. Write all 
the letters in the 
alphabet as 
neatly as you 
can: uppercase 
and lowercase. 

Ask someone to 
give you two-
step directions. 
Follow the 
directions. 

Draw a picture of Write 5 words Read an Read a fiction Tell someone the 
an invention. that rhyme with: informational book. Tell difference 
Write a few book. Tell someone about between books 
sentences that bake someone 3 facts the character, that tell stories 
describe your rain from the book. setting and and books that 
invention. game events in the 

story. 
give information. 

Ask someone at 
home to say a 
letter. Write it 
as quickly and 
neatly as you 

can .. 

Write the 
number words 
from one to ten. 

Keep working on 
the high 
frequency 
words. Read 10 
words and write 
them in a 
notebook. 

Finc;l a picture 
book. Tell 
someone the 
story by looking 
at the pictures. 

Choose a book to 
read just for 
fun© ! 



NAME._________________Literacy Squares #5 (February) 
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Read a book with 
an adult. How 
many one-syllable 
words can you 
read? 

Write 5 
sentences. They 
can be about 
anything you want 
but make sure 
they each have a 
capital letter and 
a period. Have an 
adult check your 
work. 

Ask someone at 
home to read to 
you for 10 
minutes. Point to 
the words as they 
read. 

Draw a winter 
picture. Try to 
label things in it. 

Go to the website 
www.K12reader.com 
and choose an 
activity to do with 
your child at their 
grade level and 
ability. 

Write the entire 
alphabet A-Zand 
a-z. Can you do it 
perfectly? 

Choose a book to 
read with an 
adult. Look at the 
cover and title 
and make a 
prediction of what 
the book will be 
about. 

Write the list of 
site words. Time 
yourself and try to 
read the list faster 
and faster! 
the is with as 
of to you at 
and he it they 
are was for his 
on be in that 

Think of ten 
words that rhyme 
with cat (or fin). 
Say them out loud 
so someone at 
home hears you. 
You can use silly 
made-up words. 

Write a poem. 
Remember poems 
don't have to rhyme 
or make sense. It 
can be short, long, 
serious, or funny. 

Find a book you 
can read to an 
adult. When you 
are done reading 
the story, retell 
the story including 
the main idea and 
details. 

Choose a book to 
read with an 
adult. 
Afterwards, 
describe the 
setting, or time 
and place of the 
story. 

Think of 5 words 
that have 4 
letters. Try to 
write them. 

Read a book at home 
with someone. 
What did you like 
about the book? 
What didn't you like 
about the book? 

Write your first 
and last name five 
tin,es. Is it easy to 
read your name? 
Did you start with 
a capital letter for 
name? 

Write 5 words Write a short Compare the Have someone read Tell your parent or 

that have the story. Make sure desert to the you a book at home. grandparent what 

letter m. it has a main 
character, a 
problem, and a 
solution. 

ocean. What 
things do they 
have in common 
and what things 
are different 
about them? 

On each page, 
choose 3 words for 
you to read out loud. 

types of books 
you like to read 
and why. 



Literacy Squares #6 (March) NAME_____________ 

Write all the 
letters of the 
alphabet as 
quickly and 
neatly as you 
can. 

Compare an 
apple and an 
orange. What 
makes them the 
same? How are 
they different? 
Draw a Venn 
diagram (two 
intersecting 
circles) to show 
your thinking. 

Tell someone at 
home what you 
did at school. 
Make sure you 
tell them in the 
right order, and 
include as many 
details as you 
can. 

You have learned 
a lot of words 
this year. 
Practice reading 
your list of high 
frequency 

,words. 

Spend 20 
minutes reading 
for fun. Stay in 
one place and 
keep reading the 
whole time© . 

Read an 
informational 
book. What did 
you like the most 
about the topic? 
What are 3 
details your can 
remember 
without looking 
back in the 
book? 

Write as many 
words as you can 
for each word 
family: 
-an -ad 
-in -ig 
-op -og 
-un -ut 
-et -en 

Have someone 
at home read 10 
high frequency 
words. Do your 
best at writing 
these words. If 
you need 
practice, take 
time to write 
them 5 times. 

What is your 
favorite place in 
your house or 
outside? Draw a 
picture and add 
adjectives that 
describe that 
special place. 

Make an 
obstacle course. 
Give careful 
directions to a 
partner telling 
them to go: 
over, under, 
around, beside, 
beneath, in, out. 
Then trade 
places©. 

Find a book or go 
online and 
research 
penguins. Draw 
a picture of a 
penguin. Include 
his habitat. Can 
you add labels to 
your picture? 

Tell someone 
about a book 
you have read at 
school. Maybe it 
is the story your 
teacher is 
reading to you, 
or one you read 
during read to 
self. 

Winter is almost 
over. Write 5 
sentences that 
describe winter. 

Read a page of a 
book. Cover the 
words with your 
hand and 
remember about 

Practice reading. 
Find a quiet 
place and read 
for 20 minutes. 
Remember to 
stay in one place 
and read the 
whole time©. 

what was on that 
page. Retell 

someone what 
you read ! 

Tell a grown up Practice reading Make a list of 10 Write about your Change the first 
about your least a book. Then animals you favorite activity. sound in each 
favorite food. read it aloud to would see at a Introduce your word to make a 
Share your someone at zoo. topic, share your new word: 
opinion and home. Draw a small opinion and dog, hat, plane, 
reasons why it is picture of each reasons why you hello, chair, 
your least animal. feel this way. mess, some, hop, 

favorite. bite, seat 



---------------------Literacy Squares #7 (April) NAME 

Compare two Go to the website Think of 10 words Write down ten Adult: Say the 
animals, like a Reading Rockets that start with the words you can first part of a 
dolphin and a and choose a book /m/ sound. think of for the word and then 
dog or a lion and to read. furniture or things the end of a 
a mouse. What Challenge: Try in your house word. Example: 
things do they WWW. spelling the words /bf..... ./at/ 
have in common? readingrockets.org by stretching out Have your chi ld 
What is different the word (say it say the word: bat 
about them? sloooowly). The 

spelling doesn' t 

need to be perfect. 
Try: cat, sat, rat, 
mat, pat 
Challenge: Write 

the words. 

Read a story. Write a story about Listen to the end Go to the public Write the entire 
Connect to the yourself. Try to sound in each word library or a book alphabet in 
story. How is it write at least 5 on the list. What store and pick out capital letters, 
like you? How is sentences. Draw a sound do they end a book to read w ith then write the 
it like your picture of yourself with? your family. alphabet in small 
world? How is it when you are letters. What 
like a different done! fun, pan, van was easier? 
story you know? top, cup, soap 

bug, slug, dig 
rock, pick, lick 

Read a book with Say, then write Practice your high Write a letter to a Adult: Say the 

your child. words that rhyme frequency words special person, like entire word and 

Before opening with: list. You should be a grandparent or have your child tell 

the book, let your able to read and close friend. Tell you how many 

child make a 

prediction based 
Bake 
Fan 

write many of them. him/her why 
he/she is special. 

syllables are in the 
word and what the 
syllables are. 

on the cover. Book Use as many dog (1) 
What will the Wall descriptive words backpack (2) 
book be about? Dog as possible! medicine (3) 
Why do you think Care shoe (1) 
that? shoes (1) 

rainbow (2) 
Read a story. Keep reading Read a book. Ask Plan 10 extra Write 10 words 
Have your child different books. the five W minutes at the with three 
tell the story in With every book, questions. Who? grocery store. Go on letters. Write 10 
their own words. talk about the What? When? a vegetable hunt. words with 4 
What happened 

in the beginning, 
characters, setting, 

and problem. Did 

Where? Why? +Find 3 veggies that 
begin with the /c/ 
sound. 

letters. 

middle, and end? the problem get 

solved? How? 

Challenge: Write 

one sentence to 
+Find 4 red veggies. 
+How are lettuce and 

Challenge: Draw answer each of the cabbage the same 
the story in 3 5 W's. and how are they 
parts different? 



Literacy Squares #8 (May) NAME________________ 

We are almost to You have become By now you know Write story about Do you know the 
the end of the quite a good reader. your way around the being in first grade. names of the 
school year. Write Find a quiet spot and school. Draw a map Tell: friends in your 
the months of the read for 30 minutes! of the school. Label Who? What? When? class? See how 
year. Remember to Stay in that spot and the rooms that you Where? Why? And many names you 
be neat and use visit.read the whole time! How? can write. Make 
capital letters. a list and check 

w ith your 
teacher. 

Write all the Change the final How many high Think of something Write a math story. 
uppercase and sound to make new frequency words do your will do this Practice neat 
lowercase letters in words: you know? Read summer. Make a list handwriting, capital 
the alphabet neatly. (example) through your list and of the things that letters, and end-
Compare to the list bug (bun) count them! you need to do this. marks. Draw a 
from the beginning hut (hug) Where will you go? picture to show your 
of the year. bat (bag) Who will be with story. Have 

pet (pen) you? someone solve it. 
wig (win) 
* this is a challenge! 

Add - ing to these Write a person, Pick an object Read a good book Pick a toy. Write 5 
words. Write them place or thing on a around your house. for 30 minutes. descript ive 
and then read them How manypiece of paper. Ask Ready, set, go ! sentences about 
to someone: adjectives can youpeople to guess your that toy. Use 
jump, skip, leap, noun. Give them think of that uppercase letters at 
sing, wait, draw, clues until they describe that object? the beginning of 
read, find guess your word . Hide it and make your sentences. 

someone guess what Check for end-
it is. marks! 

What day do we get Find a good book. Find an informational Use your five senses Write a thank you 
off from school this book. Point to thePractice READ, to describe your note to your 
month? What COVER (with your title, author, table of favorite food. teacher. Tell 
symbol represents hand), REMEMBER, contents, him/her what you 
that day? Draw the RETELL. illustrator/photograp liked best about 
American Flag her. school this year. 


